PUBLICATION AGREEMENT FOR DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS JOURNALS
(Note: Production work cannot begin until each author has signed and returned this form.)

To: ____________________________________________ (Author)

From: ________________________________________ (Editor), acting for Duke University Press ("the Publisher").

We are pleased to have accepted for publication in American Literature your article entitled

As a condition of publication, the Author hereby grants and assigns to the Publisher, under the terms set forth below, any and all rights covered by the Copyright Law of the United States and those of all foreign countries in and to the above-named article, including subsidiary rights and rights in any medium now known or hereafter discovered. The Author also hereby guarantees that this article contains no matter which can be construed as libelous or as infringing in any way the copyright of another party, and that he or she will defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the Publisher against all suits, proceedings, or claims that may be taken on the grounds that said article is in such violation.

The Publisher, as assignee, grants to the Author the unrestricted right to use his or her article for non-commercial purposes, including, but not limited to, the right to make and distribute copies in the course of teaching and research; the right to post the article on personal or institutional Web sites and in other open-access repositories; the right to quote from the article in any book or article that he or she may later write; the right to photocopy the article for his or her own use, including use in his or her own classes; and the right to republish the article in any book he or she may write or edit after the journal has appeared. In case of republication, notice of previous publication in American Literature must be given.

The (lead) Author will be given an opportunity, and a reasonable amount of time, to read and correct either the edited manuscript or proofs, depending on the journal’s customary procedure; but if these are not returned to the Editor or the Publisher by the date specified, then production and publication may proceed without the Author’s corrections. For diagrams or illustrations used in the article, the Author agrees to furnish camera-ready artwork satisfactory to the Publisher’s production department. The Author further agrees to reimburse the Publisher for the cost of any alterations the Publisher must make on such camera-ready material. In addition, the Author agrees to be responsible for composition charges incurred when Author’s changes made to typeset proof affect, as an average, more than three lines per printed page.

(Signed) ____________________________ (Author)

(Date) ____________________________

(Please print full name) ____________________________

(Telephone/facsimile numbers) ____________________________

(E-Mail) ____________________________

(Signed) ____________________________ (Editor, for the Publisher)

(Date) ____________________________

Address where Publisher may direct copyright queries:

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Please sign and return original form to the Editor, retaining a photocopy for your files.